The Milton District Hospital family expresses our
heartfelt gratitude to the community of donors
who have so generously shown their support
for our hospital. The Our Home, Our Hospital
Campaign was the largest fundraising campaign
in the history of Milton. Together, our community
raised $30 million to fund equipment purchases
for our expansion. This would not have been
possible without you... your dedication, your
leadership and your philanthropy... your hospital.
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Message from the MDHF Board Chair and Vice-Chair
The story of the growth and expansion of Milton District Hospital (MDH) began in
1957 with the efforts of Chamber of Commerce President Bruce MacNab, along with
John Wright and Ron Harris. Volunteers and donors were the driving forces behind
the endeavor to bring a new hospital to Milton, since a ten-bed converted residence
on Martin Street operated by Dr. C.K. Stevenson was no longer adequate to meet the
local demand.
Opening its doors in 1959, MDH was well equipped to serve the Milton community.
Steady growth over the years necessitated expansions of the original building in 1967
with the addition of a second floor and in 1987 when an entirely new wing, housing an
updated emergency department and diagnostic imaging space, was opened.
Starting in the early 2000’s, Milton’s unprecedented growth caused an exponential
increase in population. The hospital rapidly outgrew the available space and on August
25, 2011 government approval for a major expansion was announced, much to the
delight of our entire community.
Simultaneously, the Foundation embarked on a campaign to raise $30 million necessary
for equipping and furnishing the newly expanded hospital. A campaign that depended
solely on the generosity of you, our donors and our community! Without your deep
commitment to our hospital, our goal would simply not have been attainable!
Our hearts are filled with gratitude and appreciation toward our donors and supporters.
This community has demonstrated that it truly believes that “we’re in this together!”
Your extraordinary generosity has reverberated through the community and inspired
corporations, businesses, individuals and community groups to support our common
goal, from naming a department or a room, dedicating a bench or becoming a monthly
donor to a one-time donation in response to this extraordinary appeal.
And here we are…! On October 1, 2017 we moved into our new building, equipped
and ready to provide the healthcare that our community needs and deserves. We did
this together! From the bottom of our hearts, thank you for your unparalleled support.
Brian Penman, Chair and Bradley Grant, Vice-Chair
Milton District Hospital Foundation Board
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Message from Denise Hardenne,
President & CEO, Halton Healthcare
Milton District Hospital (MDH) is truly a special place.
Since 1959 MDH’s dedicated staff, physicians and volunteers have been
caring for generations of Milton residents - helping to bring babies into the
world, performing surgeries and supporting the elderly.
Unprecedented growth over the past 10+ years has seen Milton’s
population grow from a small town of 54,000 in 2006 to more than 130,000
residents today. Built to meet the needs of 32,000 people, MDH has been
“bursting at the seams”.
After many years of planning and two years of very fast-paced construction
I am thrilled to say that we have launched a new era of healthcare at Milton
District Hospital. Sunday, October 1, 2017 was truly an historic day that will
have a lasting impact on our patients, our community, and our organization.
The day saw many memorable firsts. The first patient arrived at the new
Emergency Department within an hour of opening, and the first baby — a
girl — was born in the new Maternal Newborn Department at 4:34 p.m.
A total of 43 inpatients were safely transferred from the obstetrics, medical
surgical, intensive care and emergency departments to the expansion in
less than three hours.
A project of this magnitude can only be achieved with great vision,
dedication and hard work supported by many dedicated individuals who
are passionate about healthcare in our community.
Your generosity will have a significant and lasting impact on the quality of
healthcare in our community. With your ongoing support we continue to
build on our commitment to transform the community hospital experience
and deliver exemplary patient experiences, always.
Thank you for your continued support.
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Orlando Corporation Emergency Department
Milton District Hospital’s new Emergency Department has been completely transformed
thanks in part to the Orlando Corporation whose $5 million gift was the largest made to the
Milton District Hospital Foundation’s Our Home, Our Hospital campaign.
The Orlando Corporation Emergency Department, now relocated off Derry Road, has
been designed to support the significant growth in our community and has built capacity
for 38 treatment areas to accommodate over 45,000 patient visits a year.
Named for Phil and Barb Lafleche, the main waiting room and adjacent play area is a warm
and inviting space. A new triage and registration process as well as electronic patient
tracking system increases efficiencies related to patient flow through the department from
an individual’s arrival to discharge.
The design of the Emergency Department incorporates natural light, bright colours, large
sub waiting areas within the department and privacy glass on individual examination rooms.
The department provides a full range of Emergency services. The department has been
divided into colour coded zones to support and enable way-finding. The four distinct zones
are described as follows:
•

The trauma or yellow zone supports our most critically ill patients. Located adjacent
to the ambulance entrance, it includes life-saving state of the art resuscitation
resources as well as secure psychiatric rooms.

•

The acute care or green zone, named in honour of John and Maria Putzer,
includes 14 private patient care cubicles. Each patient care area is well equipped
with monitoring equipment such as cardiac monitors for patients presenting with
conditions such as shortness of breath, severe abdominal pain, chest pain etc.

•

The rapid assessment or blue zone, named by CWB Group, is our busy lower-level
acuity area, designed to facilitate timely assessment and treatment for patients
presenting with lower acuity conditions such as musculoskeletal injuries, lacerations
etc. A comfortable waiting room overlooks a beautiful courtyard, offering patients a
peaceful and calming environment.

•

The paediatric observation short stay unit or purple zone is a new service in our
Emergency Department, accommodating up to 24 hours of observation and
treatment for children.
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Orlando Corporation
Orlando Corporation is committed to
encouraging philanthropic leadership on the
local level by providing substantial support to
healthcare causes in the communities in which
they operate.
The Corporation’s support for Milton
District Hospital has been consistent and
unprecedented and has involved significant
matching gifts that have become the pillar of
two consecutive campaigns. We are grateful
to the Orlando Corporation for their unique
philanthropic approach, inspiring the Milton
community to take up the matching challenge.

John and Maria Putzer
Through the years, the family business, M. Putzer Hornby Nursery
Ltd., has supported the hospital through charitable donations
for the purchase of medical equipment. The latest gift to the
Milton District Hospital Foundation from William Putzer names
the Acute Care, Green Zone Sub Department in honour of his
parents, John and Maria Putzer. Special thanks go out to William
Putzer for his generous support of the hospital expansion.
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We recognize the following
donors with gratitude for
their significant contributions
to the Orlando Corporation
Emergency Department:
Orlando Corporation
CWB Group
Phil & Barb Lafleche
William Putzer, in honour of John & Maria Putzer
Cameron R. Binnie Family, McDonald's Milton
Crosswinds Golf & Country Club

Phil and Barb LaFleche

Milton Old Stars Hockey Club

The Lafleche’s longstanding support for Milton District Hospital
is driven by their belief that it is essential for everyone in the
community to be able to receive quality healthcare close to home.
They feel that if everyone does their part, then together the entire
community will benefit. We extend our gratitude and appreciation
to Phil and Barb Lafleche for their support.

Woodbine Entertainment Group
Ahmadiyya Muslim Jama’at, Run For Milton
Mary & Norman Etheridge
The Geall Family, Magical Lights of Milton
Ledwith Legacy
Longo's Family Charitable Foundation
Milton Haunted House
Fred Rigo & Family, in honour of Hilda Mary Rigo

CWB Group
As a proud member of Milton’s
corporate community, CWB
Group recognizes that the
Milton District Hospital is a
critical component of our local
infrastructure. CWB Group is
proud to support MDH’s vital work
to promote and sustain the health
of their employees, their friends
and their neighbours in Milton.
We are grateful to CWB Group for
their substantial contribution.

Douglas & Selma Deans
Guru Harkrishan
Henry & Grace Hildebrand & Family
Nazia & Adil Siddiqui
Lindsay & Malcolm Robertson
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Magna International Imaging
(X-Ray)/Fracture Clinic
Magna International is committed to giving back to
communities where it operates and as their Karmax
and Modatek manufacturing facilities are the largest
employers in Milton, their gift of $3 million has done
just that. Centrally located on the hospital’s first floor,
the expanded department offers several new services
including Milton’s first Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) scanner and the introduction of Angiography/
Interventional technology. Furthermore, we now have
the ability to double our Ultrasound capacity should the
demand for procedures require it.
The department has been strategically located adjacent
to the Emergency Department, to allow quick access
to vital diagnostic tests. All diagnostic modalities are
accessible from one main hallway. The department’s
design has many features to enhance the patient
experience with vibrant colours, easy wayfinding and
decorative wall art throughout. Examination rooms boast
beautiful images over the examination area to provide
positive distraction to reduce the patient’s stress and
anxiety while undergoing a diagnostic test.
In addition to the visionary gift received from Magna
International, the Imaging (X Ray)/Fracture Clinic has
received tremendous support from individuals and
organizations committed to quality healthcare in Milton.
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Sargent Farms Registration and Waiting Area
Named in recognition of their significant contribution to the Imaging Department,
patients coming to the hospital for a diagnostic test will find the Sargent Farms
Registration and Waiting Area is a welcoming and comfortable space, with lots of
natural light, a feature fireplace and a beautiful image of Hilton Falls. Conveniently
located close to the hospital’s Main Entrance, the department features new electronic
self-check-in kiosks for patients.
Gary and Christy Babcock MRI
The addition of Milton’s first magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner reduces
the need for patients to travel to other hospitals for this vital diagnostic service. We
acknowledge with gratitude Gary and Christy Babcock’s decision to support the
acquisition of the hospital’s own MRI, prompted by their strong belief that advanced
new technology and especially our own MRI are imperative to delivering healthcare to
our growing community in a timely manner.
The Chudleigh Family X-Ray/Radiography
The hospital’s X-Ray/Radiography services have increased both in the space allocated
to this service and in the services being offered, including a scoliosis series (neck
to tailbone) and a 3ft leg series (hip to ankle) for patients preparing for hip or knee
replacement. Thank you to the Chudleigh Family for their support of this department
and facilitating access to these expanded services, close to home.
Trinison Management Corp Mammography/Bone Density
Two essential diagnostic services provided in the department include mammography,
which is used to aid in the early detection and diagnosis of breast diseases and bone
density, which is used to measure bone loss and to detect osteoporosis. We are grateful
to Trinison Management Corp for their support of mammography and bone density.
Fieldgate Homes CT Scanner
CT scanning is an essential diagnostic test that helps physicians diagnose a variety of
medical conditions including neck, spinal and skeletal problems and internal injuries
and bleeding in cases of trauma. Thank you to Fieldgate Homes for their contribution
to the CT Scanner suite.
BMO Financial Group Fracture Clinic
Now located in specialized space within the department, the Fracture Clinic serves the
needs of patients with orthopaedic injuries or problems. We extend our thanks to BMO
Financial Group for their support of the Fracture Clinic.
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Gary and Christy Babcock MRI
Gary and Christy Babcock have seen how
the Milton District Hospital has served the
community and their family during its growth
from a village to a town of close to 130,000
people. They believe that supporting
cutting-edge new technology is imperative
to advancing healthcare in our community.

Fieldgate Homes CT Scanner
The Fieldgate Cares Foundation was created
to make a meaningful contribution to the very
communities that Fieldgate services. Fieldgate
Homes is proudly making a commitment to
creating strong and stable communities, and
sincerely hopes that their gift to Milton District
Hospital will help to support families and
individuals across the region for years to come.
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Sargent Farms Registration /
Waiting Room
Much has changed in Milton since David and
Olive Sargent’s first donation to their small, local
hospital. Today, Sargent Farms still proudly upholds
the family’s multi-generational commitment to
David and Olive Sargent’s belief in good health
and the importance of Milton District Hospital.

Trinison Management Corp
Mammography & Bone Density
Company Founder Carlo Baldassarra has created an enduring
legacy through his commitment to family, community and
philanthropy. He and his family are committed to supporting
causes that focus on caring for the health and welfare of families
within their own community, such as the MDH expansion.

BMO Financial Group
Fracture Clinic
BMO is proud to partner with Milton District Hospital
and support its expansion, to continue meeting the
needs of the community. Their donation is a reflection of
BMO's ongoing commitment to innovation and building
and maintaining resilient, vital and healthy communities.
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We are grateful to the
following donors for their
generous contributions to
the Magna International
Imaging (X-Ray) Department:
Magna International
Gary & Christy Babcock
Fieldgate Homes
Trinison Management Corp
The Chudleigh Family
Sargent Farms
BMO Financial Group
CIBC
Bryan & Anne Marshall & Family
Boyke & Dicky Deumer
Gwen & Doug Dryden
Milton Banquet & Conference Centre,
Black & White PJ Party
Isabelle & Jim Christie in honour of
Mario Belvedere
Jo-Anne & G. Bradford Clements,
& Donald F. Clements
Kalapaca Family Foundation

The Chudleigh Family X-ray/Radiography

Muslim Association of Milton
Nicole, Max, Walter & Henry Schau

Chudleigh’s Apple Farm has been in Milton since 1955.
Four generations of Chudleighs have proudly supported the
growing Milton Community, paired with a lasting and deeply
personal commitment to the Milton District Hospital. The
family is committed to strong support for MDH in the future.
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An expanded Maternal Newborn Unit
Milton is a growing community and there’s no doubt that the number of babies born at
Milton District Hospital (MDH) will increase as the number of young families moving to
Milton continues to grow. The new, larger Maternal Newborn Unit, with a capacity for
2,500 births per year, greatly enhances the maternal care offered at MDH and brings
much needed new services to young families in our community. We are grateful to all
our donors who contributed to equipping this new space.
The department is conveniently located on the main floor and has a dedicated
entrance and access to ample parking. Just outside the department patients and family
members will find a welcoming family waiting lounge, named by RBC Foundation.
Inside the department, an early labour lounge and prenatal assessment area with six
bays, has been named in recognition of ROCKWOOL’s contribution to the capital
campaign. This area allows for comfort and privacy during the early stages of labour.
As you walk through the spacious unit, the hallways are adorned with beautiful images
from the Milton community and modern birthing rooms provide an improved patient
experience from labour and delivery to recovery and discharge.
The Gorman Family of Dealerships Birthing Suites includes nine labour birthing
recovery postpartum (LBRP) rooms. Additional postpartum rooms are located in the
Mother Baby Unit, supported by RBC Foundation. These modern patient rooms
provide a relaxing environment for mothers to recover, while caring for their babies
before going home. The CN family lounge located near the birthing suites provides a
comfortable gathering space for families to await and celebrate new life.
In addition to expanded capacity, the Maternal Newborn Department offers new
services including a dedicated Operative Birthing Suite for planned and emergency
caesarean births and the addition of a Level 2A Special Care Nursery to care for babies
who need extra support and monitoring. The nursery allows the hospital to deliver and
care for babies who are born up to six weeks early, including twins. The nursery also
includes a family friendly care-by-parent teaching space for parents to prepare for the
transition from hospital to home.
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Maternal Newborn

ROCKWOOL

RBC Foundation

Since first opening their
manufacturing facility and North
American headquarters in Milton
in 1988, ROCKWOOL has made
philanthropy and corporate
citizenship an integral part of
their mandate. By supporting the
Milton District Hospital’s expansion,
ROCKWOOL is pleased to facilitate
innovation and improvements that
will enhance access, service, care
and quality of life for countless
individuals throughout the region.
Our gratitude and appreciation go
to ROCKWOOL for their generosity.

RBC believes in the power of
communities and individuals who
live in them. As a proud and active
member of the Milton community
and because of the importance they
put on supporting women, children
and newcomers, RBC made a gift to
improve and expand the Maternal
Newborn Unit at the Milton District
Hospital. We offer our gratitude
to the RBC Foundation for their
leadership and support.

The Gorman Family
of Dealerships
The community of Milton has always
been near and dear to the Gorman
family and they are passionate about
their responsibility to give back.
Their decision to support the Milton
District Hospital was inspired by
their personal experience with the
hospital and their desire to support a
cause that is significant to everyone
who lives here. The Gorman family
businesses intend to continue
their support in the future through
corporate initiatives and staff
engagement. We extend our sincere
thanks to the Gorman family.

CN
CN has been in Milton for more than 100 years and is committed to supporting the
hospital. Their gift to Milton District Hospital was made through their ‘Miracle Match’
program, a national charitable initiative designed to rally communities across Canada
behind the worthy cause of supporting paediatric care. CN matched $300,000 in
donations made to the Milton District Hospital Foundation’s fundraising campaign by
small businesses and corporations. We are thankful to CN for their generous support.
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We appreciate the
following donors
for their generosity
and support for the
Maternal Newborn
Department:

RBC Foundation

The Leaman Family

CN

Leggat Auto Group

The Gorman Family of Dealerships

Robin & Sara Meehan

ROCKWOOL

Vince & Heather Meehan

Tim Horton’s, Milton Owners

Milton Kinsmen & Kinette Club

The Kulla Family, Halton Auto Service & Transmission

Peter & Denise Mule

Wayne & Kristy Arthur, in honour of Joanne Arthur

Keith, Susan, Keegan, McKenna & Kealey Reardon

Crozier Consulting Engineers

Tom & Sandra Sargent

Ahmadiyya Muslim Jama’at, Run For Milton

Meline Van Cooten and Karim Jaravata, in honour of
Nathaniel Jaravata, Bibi Van Cooten

Michael & Marsha Beaver & Family
Best Western Plus & Home 2 Suites Milton
Dennis & Teja Durante
Judith George & daughters, Alexandra & Victoria
Patrick & Corrie Higgins & Family
Kassam & Kakvi Family

Davies Family
The Warren Family
Italian Canadian Club of Milton
Merry & Bright Workshop, Crawford’s Garden
Centre, Country Heritage Park
Milton Youth Theatre Productions
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A new Surgical Services
Department
The Surgical Program at Milton District Hospital
(MDH) has evolved both in size and scope to
better meet the needs of the community it
serves. The new, expanded space has allowed
for numerous enhancements to the hospital’s
surgical services program. The Surgery and
Procedures Unit provides access to state-ofthe art operating theatres and a new suite of
procedure rooms for same day procedures.
Patients and their families arrive and wait in
a well-appointed reception waiting area for
which we gratefully recognize Dennis Durante
and the Durante family, who named the space
in honour of Mario and Noemi Durante.
Built for the future and with capacity to operate
four state-of-the-art operating rooms, the
surgical program is well equipped for general
surgery as well as a variety of specialized
surgeries including orthopaedic, urology and
gynaecology. The new Procedures Unit will
accommodate procedures such as cystoscopy
and colonoscopy, which were previously
performed in the hospital’s operating rooms.
This unit has become a reality thanks to the
generous support received from The Gear
Foundation, which named this unit.
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Dennis Durante and the
Durante Family
in honour of Mario and
Noemi Durante
Mario and Noemi Durante, Italian
immigrants, opened Durante's Auto
Service and Towing in 1963. Over the
years, their businesses have expanded
to become the Durante Group of
Companies and have employed many
people from Milton and surrounding
communities.
We extend our heartfelt thanks to the Durante family for their legacy of
championing community-based health care through their long-standing support of
Milton District Hospital.

The Gear Foundation
William (Bill) Herron Gear was a businessman
who worked for the family business in his early
years and later for Wheelabrator in Oakville. Mr.
Gear established The Gear Foundation, receiving
charitable status in 2006. Deceased in 2008, the
benevolent work of The Gear Foundation continues
Mr. Gear’s legacy. We are truly grateful to be a
beneficiary of The Gear Foundation’s benevolence
in the spirit of its Founder, Mr. William Herron Gear.

We recognize the
following donors for their
generous contributions
to the Surgical Services
Department:

Mario & Noemi Durante
The Gear Foundation
Rotary Club of Milton
Anwar & Nasreen Khan & Family
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New Medical and Surgical Inpatient Units

The Ruhl Family

The expansion has increased the hospital’s Medical and Surgical
inpatient capacity from one 29-bed unit to two, 36-bed units, divided
into 12 bed clusters or Pods. The new units have been designed to
support patient-centered care by bringing members of the care team
closer to their patients. Features include electronic charting stations
and supply closets located outside every patient room, allowing staff
more time for direct patient care.

To Frank and Agnes Ruhl, their substantial support for
the Milton District Hospital expansion is an opportunity
to express their appreciation for the compassionate,
professional care that their family has received for more
than 50 years.

Eighty per cent of inpatient beds within the expansion are located
in single-patient rooms. This new standard for hospital construction
in Ontario supports improved infection prevention and control, and
increased patient privacy.
Patient rooms include oversized windows with views to the
surrounding landscape, a pullout sleeper sofa to accommodate
a family member’s overnight stay close to their loved one and a
washroom with shower. In addition, lounges located on the units
provide space for larger groups of family and friends to gather.
Our sincere gratitude goes to the Grant Family for their significant
support of the second floor inpatient unit and the Ruhl Family for
their major support of the third floor unit.
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They know that support for the hospital benefits all Milton
citizens, as healthcare is a universal need. We thank Frank
and Agnes Ruhl for their remarkable generosity!

The Grant Family
The Grant family’s decision to make a significant investment to
transform healthcare in our community came easily, as strong
family values and philanthropy were a natural part of their
upbringing. The family feels that investment in the hospital is
a shared community responsibility that ensures the health and
wellbeing of families, friends and neighbors.
These values have been showcased by the Grant family time and
time again and form part of the family’s legacy. We are grateful
to have the Grant family’s longstanding support and leadership.

Our sincere appreciation and gratitude to all our
donors who have supported the MDH Inpatient Units:
The Grant Family
Frank & Agnes Ruhl
The Copeland Family
Graham & Silke Flint
David Gallinger, Gallinger Ford
Audrey S. Hellyer Foundation
Milton Meals on Wheels
Shawn & Bridget Saulnier
Marg & Doug Hopkins & Family
Moffatt Scrap Iron & Metal Inc.
Brian & Heather Penman
Beth Barnes, Scott & Suzanna
& Families
Judith Jones, in honour of
Jack & Lil Benson
Dr. Tony & Cindy Chan & Family
Shelagh & John Conway

Teresa & Peter Davidson
& Family

Bob & Sherry Lee & Family

Dr. & Mrs. Sawhney in honour of
Balram & Bimla Sawhney, Satish &
Prem Ummat

Juliana D’Innocenzo

Laurie MacNab, in honour of
Bruce MacNab

The Ellis Family

Colin & Marian Marshall

Eugene & Lory Schatti

Marilyn & Ken Elsley

Lindsay J. McLaren in honour of
Grace E. & Ronald L. McLaren

In honour of Chuck & Kay Shaw
The Shaw & Hodge Families

The Gardhouse Family

Mary & Bob Merry & Family

Wayne & Kelly Guard &
the Guard Family

Milton Centennials Hockey Club

Manuel & Stephanie Sobrinho
& Family

In honour of Vic & Marg Mitchell

In Honour of Jack & Dora Hodge

Linda Myronyk & Family

The Hodge Family

Jim & Audrey Peddie & Family

Gary & Diane Hunt

In Honour of Joseph &
Mary Poronto

Ralph & Dorothy Featherston

Hunt Chrysler Fiat
Murray & Jo-Anne Hunt & Children
in honour of Cecil & Dorothy Hunt
Karen & Bill King
Peter & Vicki Klutt, Legendary
Motorcar Company

Doreen & Stuart Ralph
William Rowney, in honour of
Carol (Bobbie) Rowney
In honour of Joe & Cecilia Saliba

Chris Swartz & the Swartz Family
Tsvet Tsokov, in honour of
George Tsokov
George, Helen & Christina Vatistas
Arlene Jean Evans & Berndt
Weber
Bruce & Alayne White
In honour of Eric & Frances Wilkins
Murray & Carol Wilson
Joe & Zina Yaworski
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Named in recognition of their substantial contribution
to the Our Home Our Hospital campaign, the Dr.
Scott A. and Sherry Vanstone and Family Intensive
Care Unit provides specialized care services for
patients with a wide range of complex and rapidly
changing medical, surgical and cardiac disorders.
With capacity for 10-beds, the department features
state-of-the-art technology and ample clinical space
to deliver care to the hospital’s most critical patients.
Designed to support patient and family-centered care,
the unit’s patient rooms feature oversized windows to
provide natural light and include space for a family
member to stay overnight with their loved one.
Additional family amenities include a comfortable
family lounge for larger groups of family to gather.

Dr. Scott A. and Sherry Vanstone and Family
Live. Give. Live.
Live – In his early academic years, Scott lived by giving his time to
his family, friends and in particular to his world renowned research
and his many academic children – his PhD and Master’s students.
Give – As a scholar, Scott gave exceptional research to the world
and mentorship to his students. As an entrepreneur and founder of
two startups, he provided the world with secure communications.
Live – Scott continues to live with us through this gift to this
Hospital, and he continues to live through his security technology
as it is being deployed worldwide for automotive crash avoidance
systems--saving thousands of lives each year.

We gratefully acknowledge the
following donors for their generous
contributions to the Intensive Care Unit:
Dr. Scott A. & Sherry Vanstone & Family
Hanne Buitenhuis in honour of Karl & Gudrun Larsen
The Lizzi Family, La Rose Italian Bakery
William & Marie Rayner

Complex Transitional Care (CTC), located on the second floor of the North
Block is a transitional level of care. The unit provides medically complex
and specialized services to the adult patient population whose care needs
exceed the capability or provision of community services or those services
found in a long-term care facility. Patients admitted to CTC require medically
complex care, palliative care, or slow stream rehabilitation with a focus on
optimizing functional ability, mobility and quality of life. The unit’s case mix
includes the frail elderly population, often with dementia, and younger
patients experiencing neurological or progressive chronic conditions.
CTC is named in honour of Jayne and Ian Munro whose bequest to the
Milton District Hospital Foundation made a significant difference in the early
days of the Campaign for Our Home, Our Hospital.
Dr. Ian C. Munro and Jayne D. Munro, longtime residents of the Milton and
Burlington area, were deeply committed to healthcare and science during
their lifetimes.
Ian was a world renowned scientist who received many awards for his
work and who served on numerous national and international committees
including those with the World Health Organization and the International
Agency for Research on Cancer. Jayne worked alongside Ian as a partner
and together they endowed the Ian and Jayne Munro Chair in Food Safety
at McGill University before Ian passed away in 2011.
At her passing in February of 2014, Jayne D. Munro’s last will bequeathed
a major gift to the Milton District Hospital Foundation. We are grateful to
be a beneficiary of Ian and Jayne Munro’s lasting legacy and its impact on
healthcare in our community.
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A world of gratitude goes to numerous individuals and
organizations that have chosen to support public spaces,
such as garden courtyards and green roofs as part of the
expansion at Milton District Hospital. These aspects of the
building provide access to the natural environment and
support Halton Healthcare’s philosophy that nature has a
calming and therapeutic effect on people.

A beautifully designed garden courtyard located near the
main lobby is dedicated with appreciation to the Milton
District Hospital Auxiliary (MDHA) in honour of their
longstanding support of the hospital. Founded in 1958, the
Auxiliary has been a major supporter to the hospital, both
for volunteering and fundraising. As of 2017, the Auxiliary
has donated over $2.5 million to the hospital through the
Gift Shop and other fundraising initiatives. With a growing
membership, their volunteers are committed to continuing
their efforts to enhance the experience of patients, staff,
physicians and visitors.
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TD Bank Group’s focus on the environment as part of their
community-giving program has inspired their support for green roofs
at the hospital. In addition to enhancing the healing environment by
providing a more aesthetically pleasing view for patients the hospital’s
green roofs have many environmental benefits. By supporting a
green roof at MDH, TD Bank Group is enriching and enhancing
the hospital’s ability to provide outstanding care, while making a
contribution that holds true to the company’s goal of “making a
difference together.” We thank TD Bank Group for their generosity.

Named in honour of Susan and
Oliver McPherson, patients and
visitors will find a welcome retreat
in the courtyard located just outside
the hospital’s food court. This space
provides patients and visitors with
a quiet place to relax and enjoy the
outdoors.
After her passing in 2014, the Foundation gratefully received
a generous bequest from the Estate of Susan McPherson. This
bequest was her final gift to the hospital she loved. During their life,
Susan and Oliver were donors to the hospital and for many years
Susan volunteered as a member of the MDH Auxiliary.

We would like to express our
heartfelt gratitude to all donors
who have supported gardens,
public spaces and other areas of
the hospital:
MDH Volunteers

Dr. Walter & Arlie Koslowski

TD Bank Group

Faith of Life Network

Susan and Oliver McPherson

Fasken Martineau

Mary Jane Slavin &
John Appleton

Wilma Mason

Shirley & Jim Dills

Robert & Bernie Neilson

Dufferin Aggregates, a
division of CRH Canada
Group Inc.
One For Freight
Estate of Verne Galbraith
Richard & Jean Kado
In honour of the Honourable
Betty Kennedy

Arthur R. McGibbon
Rhoda Shoemaker
James & Barbara Snow
Family Foundation
We also wish to
acknowledge donors who
have made a significant gift
and have chosen to remain
anonymous.
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The hospital’s beautifully landscaped grounds
feature benches and seating areas throughout.
Patients and visitors will find comfortable
places to rest while enjoying a stroll on walking
paths around the facility. Generous supporters
have dedicated many benches, with plaques
honouring the donors and their families.

We would like to express our sincere thanks
to all donors who have dedicated a bench:
The Family of Dr. Don Aikenhead

Rick DiLorenzo

Domenic & Jody Manchisi

Wendy & Bruce Schau

Zeena & Mark Appleby

Kenneth French

Robert & Joan Marshall

The Sdao Family

Vic & Heather Auger

Heather & Rob Gerrits

Zaheer Mazhar

C. Shantilal Advisory Group Inc.

Austen Family in honour of
Sol & Reg Austen

Dave & Lesley Goertzen

Jerry & Susan McLean

Lorette & Pete Shermet

The Baragwanath Family

Goodfellas "Wood Oven" Pizza

The Muller - Stoffels Family

Daphne & Shahzad Siddique

Anthony & Denise Hardenne

Napa Auto Parts Milton

Fred & Judy Silver

Rick & Ruth Houle

Carmen & Jack Nash

Janet & Gerry Skupsky

Dr. Tony Chan

Jamie, Melissa, Alex
& Zack Janjevich

Diana Godfrey & Gary Norman

David Smillie

Fiona Christie

Margot Johnson

Enej & Medina Peco

Nashrin & Jordan Struk

Pat & Mike Cluett

Cecil King

Doug & Tina Penson, SECURU

Kristy & Bryden Tait

Peter & Rosanna Conteduca

Erik & Kim Kowal

Sam & Fran Pignataro

The Tang Family

Norm & Donna Coulter

Estate of Faye Larsen

Joseph & Mary Poronto

Sonia & Lenny Vicinanzo

Estate of Vivian Cramp

Len & Mary Ellen Lee

Angelo & Enza Posteraro

Diana Ward, in honour of my
husband Bob Ward

Dr. Nick & Jacqueline Cuberovic

Rita & Tony Leone

Janice & Edward Day

John & Cynthia Loeprich

The Demille Family

Cindy Lunau

Dr. Jan Boxall
The Carkner Family
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Herb & Clare Rebl
Morley & Barbara Richardson
Cindy & Brian Sandles
Dr. & Mrs. Schachter

Frank & Karen Wetselaar
Jennifer & Alex Williamson
Glen & Janet Wilson

The moment you step inside the expanded Milton District Hospital you will feel there
is something very special about the new space.
With a dedication to creating healing environments for patients and visitors as well
as staff, physicians and volunteers, Halton Healthcare set out to design a new kind of
hospital; and artwork has played a key role in accomplishing that goal.
A colourful mural welcomes visitors as they enter the hospital’s new Main Lobby.
Designed by Tina Newlove and brought to life through the collective artistic talents
of members from the Fine Arts Society of Milton, the mural entitled “Milton’s Nature
Warms the Soul” features aspects of the community in all four seasons.
In addition to the Main Lobby mural, numerous artists from the Fine Arts Society of
Milton have donated their talent in the form of photographs, used as the basis for
large murals that grace walls throughout the hospital. We thank all of them for their
contributions.
While much of the art is very visible, some might be a bit harder to spot. Visitors
walking through the hospital should take a minute to look down at their feet! One
of the unique aspects of this project can be seen in the floor of the Main Lobby and
much of the hospital’s first floor. The flooring in these areas has been designed to look
like a mosaic of farmer’s fields, reflective of the rich history of the Milton community.
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Message from the MDHF
Executive Director
I am honoured to report to you that our
$30 million Campaign for Our Home and
Hospital is complete, thanks to our entire
community and your overwhelming support!
Endeavouring a $30 million Campaign was
an unprecedented venture in this community
and a daunting task that could only be
accomplished by a complete and total
commitment from corporations, businesses,
individuals and organizations alike.
I want you to know that I am humbled and
moved by your generosity, without which this
beautiful building, fully equipped, that now
stands on the corner of Bronte Street and
Derry Road would not have become a reality!
On behalf of the MDHF Staff, I would like to
express my gratitude to all of you who have
greatly contributed, and a special thank you
to all our volunteers who worked diligently as
members of our Campaign Cabinet and the
MDHF Board.
As a community, we truly believed our
Campaign motto that we are in this together
and because of that belief WE DID THIS
TOGETHER!
Helen Vatistas,
Executive Director MDHF
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Milton District Hospital Foundation
Our Hospital, Our Campaign
With gratitude and recognition of the dedication and commitment of the
Campaign Cabinet and the Board of Directors
2017 Winners of the Chamber of Commerce Honourary Community
Builders Award for their involvement and accomplishments as members
of the MDHF Our Home, Our Hospital Campaign team and recognizing
them as true leaders and community builders in Milton

Campaign Cabinet
Brad Grant, Co-Chair
Brian Penman, Co-Chair
Dr. Rabiya Azim
Gary Babcock
James Bullock
Andrea Cayer,
Manager, Development
Dean Chudleigh
Dennis Durante
Denise Hardenne,
President & CEO, Halton Healthcare
Erik Kowal
Mayor Gord Krantz

Allen Lourenco
John Loeprich
Keith Reardon
Lindsay Robertson
Azim Rizvee
Marg Saliba
Kristy Sargent
Janet Skupsky,
COO, Milton Site, Halton Healthcare
Chris Swartz
Sherry Vanstone
Helen Vatistas,
Executive Director, MDHF

Board of Directors
Sharon Barkley
Michael Beaver, Treasurer
Pratik Bhatt
Peter Conteduca
Judith George
Brad Grant, Vice-Chair
Dorathy Heagle
John Loeprich

Allen Lourenco, Vice-Chair
Brian Penman, Chair
Azim Rizvee
Lindsay Robertson
Kristy Sargent
Janet Skupsky
Helen Vatistas, Executive Director

About Milton District Hospital Foundation
A registered charity founded in 1980, Milton District Hospital Foundation (MDHF) works to
raise funds for Milton District Hospital (MDH), site of Halton Healthcare. As the government
does not provide all the funding for hospital equipment needs, MDHF raises funds to
help purchase essential medical equipment and improve the facilities through annual
fundraising initiatives, community events, and a combination of various other programs.
MISSION - Build awareness and inspire giving in the community served by Milton District
Hospital to raise funds for essential medical equipment and services.
VISION - Transforming Giving. Transforming Care.
VALUES - Accountability Innovation Empowerment Collaboration

Milton District Hospital Foundation
725 Bronte Street South, Milton ON L9T 9K1
T: 905-876-7014 • F: 905-693-9199 • www.mdhf.ca
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